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Abstract—Mashups have recently become popular due to visual composition metaphors and loosely coupled widgets that encourage the fast implementation of situational web-based applications. However, the mashup development process is still challenging for end-users, since they are compelled to retrieve and combine adequate components for their requirements manually. Therefore, we propose a novel model-based requirements-driven mashup design and composition method. It benefits from the use of semantics-based domain vocabulary accompanying the whole mashup development process. In this paper, we present an ontology for specifying requirements for web mashups, which is suitable for deployment in multi-user and multi-device scenarios. To this end, we employ a distributed multi-user scenario and outline the proposal’s benefits in a model-driven web mashup composition process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Presentation-oriented mashups have evolved from simple data-driven aggregation of feeds to complex applications composing Web- and UI-based building parts. Compared to other software systems, mashups are rather small applications providing rich user interfaces. Regarding mashup development, simplicity and re-usability are important demands. Therefore, technical details are usually hidden by black-box components providing declarative externalization of their functionality. However, in many current mashup development environments, the composition is mainly driven by manual selection of components and low-level assembly by connecting events and operations. With the increasing number of Web-based services and components, the development of applications with current mashup platforms becomes a cumbersome task, especially for end-users [1].

Moreover, in modern application scenarios, the context of use is not limited to a single platform or user [2]. People collaborate via their personal devices in a mobile and ad-hoc manner. To achieve abstraction from platforms and service implementations, there is a need for model-based integration concepts, such as provided by CRUISe [3]. These composite mashups provide the basis for realizing platform-independent mashup composition as well as distributed and collaborative scenarios that need to be considered in new development methods. Therefore, we argue that requirements-oriented development is needed to cope with such complex scenarios and to abstract from such composition details [4]. Since, a formal requirements specification for mashups is still not available [1], we propose a task-based requirements model as the foundation for stuctured, semi-automatic mashup development and human-centered design of mashup requirements.

The remaining paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce a collaborative travel planning scenario to motivate the need for the representation of distribution and collaboration requirements. Since we propose an extended task metamodel, related work in the field of task-based modeling is discussed in Section III. In Section IV, we present our requirements model for mashups, and its semantic representation. In Section V, we outline the benefits for the mashup development process. Finally, we discuss our results and provide an overview about the implementation of the requirements model as well as transformation process in Section VI and conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. COLLABORATIVE TRAVEL PLANNING SCENARIO

To illustrate the modeling approach, we introduce a social travel planning scenario, wherein several participants can synchronously vote for a list of travel offers in a distributed co-located multi-device environment. The result is a shared list of rated offers, which is calculated based on the vote from each planning participant. As illustrated in Figure 1, the abstract task tree consists of two phases: the personal offer research (left) and the collaborative rating phase (right). In the first phase, each planning participant creates a personal list of travel offers. This implies the selection of destination locations, e.g., using a geographical map UI component, and one or more offers provided in this region, e.g., using a list component. For example, a participant could choose a bicycle tour in Ireland or an adventure trip to New Zealand.

In the second phase, each participant shares the personal list of offers with all relevant personal devices (smartphone, tablet PC) and shared devices (Smart TV) in a collaborative setting. Next, each device merges the lists in order to visualize the entries and to enable each participant to rate and rank all offer candidates in a synchronous and collaborative manner. To create a common idea of the ranking result, another subtask of the main ranking task – the shared ranking visualization – is executed in the context of a public Smart TV (shared device in the meeting room). After a participant has ranked an entry of the shared list via his personal device, the ranking is synchronized with the shared ranking visualization using the Smart TV.
The scenario demonstrates that collaborative tasks are executed in close relation to each other, but in different execution contexts. To create a collaborative application from the task model, additional information and conditions, such as the number of role instances, i.e., collaborators, of the required execution context, is needed. Hence, in the remainder of this paper we present methods to formalize these requirements that we need to determine the binding between a task and its execution context.

III. RELATED WORK

Like in traditional software development, requirements models in the field of Web engineering are, among others, mainly represented by use cases, business process models and task models [5], [6]. Use cases define interaction scenarios between a role and a system in order to achieve a goal, but collaboration and participation among actors cannot be distinguished in UML use case diagrams. Pre- and post-conditions, for example, also need to be added in a textual manner [7]. However, natural language is not suitable to provide a computable requirements model. Further, flow-oriented business process models such as BPMN are well suited for representing workflow requirements. However, both focus on data and system integration and are not suitable to specify individual user requirements [8]. Instead, task models such as ConcurTaskTrees (CTT) [9] are designed for the human-centered specification of user requirements. Because mashup components can be considered as self-contained entities solving user tasks, we argue that task modeling provides both a basis for user-centered requirements modeling and the seamless integration into a model-driven mashup development process.

In the past, several task meta models and notations have emerged with different purposes and degree of formalization and expressiveness. For example, the early Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) [10] focuses on the hierarchical decomposition of human activities and can be considered as the basis for any subsequent task model. However, tasks are structured by informal plans, goals and actions can be defined on any level of decomposition. GroupWare Task Analysis (GTA) [11] focuses on the collaborative aspect with roles and agents with clear distinction between tasks and actions adopting the activity theory [12]. However, explicit concepts for modeling of distribution are missing. K-MAD [13] is similar to GTA but extends object modeling by supporting abstract and concrete objects. However, their semantics can not be defined. The most prominent task modeling approach is CTT [9] that is used as a starting point in many model-based user interface development (MBUID) approaches. CTT allows the definition of cooperation and communication tasks, which are modeled in collaborative task trees. However, as in all mentioned approaches, distributed and simultaneously performed tasks cannot be expressed explicitly. Finally, there is a lack of semantics and continuous application development, since presentation objects, which are in our case mashup components, need to be selected and integrated manually.

The provision of ontology-based modeling is mainly considered in the field of semantic web services. For example, OWL-S [14] provides an ontology-based specification of web services and templates to initiate automatic search and composition. Similar to that, OWL-T [15] is supposed to support task-based description and discovery. However, the focus is on technical web services with search profiles, grounding facilities, process definitions and result modeling. We adopt some principles such as ontology modeling and semantic matching, but in contrast, we strive for lightweight and user-centered requirements specification focusing on presentation-oriented mashup components.

To generate an application from collaborative task models, several sub models are needed to describe the execution context of the corresponding task. Priebe et al. [16] present a hybrid approach to describe context-sensitive and context-insensitive tasks in a single task model. Thereby, CTT is combined with additional model elements such as decision graph nodes and arcs that describe the context of use of each subtask. However, this approach focuses only on how context information can be integrated into the task model, but it does not clarify the context information that is relevant to
perform context-sensitive tasks in a collaborative fashion. The MBUID approach CODAMOS [17] extends DynaMo-AID by an environment model that classifies each available computing device as an interaction resource with input and output channels. The corresponding environment ontology contains concepts that are referenced by the task model. Finally, so-called modality interaction constraints are used to map tasks to a set of potential interaction resources. However, as in all MBUID approaches relying on the CAMELEON reference framework [18], additional abstract user interface (UI) descriptions are required to transform the task model into a dialog and presentation model. We argue that the mashup paradigm allows us to create web applications with sophisticated UI in a more flexible way. In contrast, we focus on the dynamic mapping of task model entities to black box mashup UI components to reduce the development complexity.

Overall, the lack of degree of formalization regarding data and activity modeling as well as the missing expressiveness regarding the execution context impedes the use of traditional requirements modeling approaches in distributed mashups. Hence, we introduce an ontology-based task model in the next section to provide a basis for requirements specification and model-based mappings and transformations.

IV. REQUIREMENTS MODEL FOR WEB MASHUPS

We consider task models as a basis for the specification of mashups because of the intuitive representation of composite user goals and tasks [9], the correlation of tasks and mashup components as tools for solving specific user tasks [19] and the correlation between task models and business processes to represent work structure [20]. Further, we follow [2] by extending task models with context modeling facilities to support collaborative and distributed task design. To show how the mapping from task models to mashup applications works, we refer to Section V. In this section, we describe the main concepts of our task model, which is illustrated in Figure 2 and incorporates such context requirements.

A. Modeling Activities

The structuring of human activities is one major goal of task modeling. In general, this is realized by the decomposition of high level tasks to more fine-grained sub tasks. Although the decomposition is provided by all task models, the understanding about the main concepts such as tasks, actions and operations seems to be rather different [12]. Therefore, we propose to apply the activity theory [21] to structure terms and relations in the task modeling domain. Therein, a human activity hierarchy is proposed, consisting of activity, action and operation. An activity is directed to a motive and is performed within a context of environment, other activities or humans. This corresponds to our Task concept.

A task, respectively an activity, consists of actions, describing what needs to be performed in order to reach the goal of the activity. In terms of mashups, actions reflect the required functionality of a component to fulfill a specific task. In our task model, this is represented by Action that is associated to each Task. In contrast to other task models we provide a classification of actions [22] based on literature from the field human-interaction and visualization such as [23], [24] and [25]. According to the systems theory we classify each action as a subclass of input, transform and output actions. A visual representation of a part of this classification is shown in Figure 3. It is notable, that none of the actions is bound to a concrete interaction type or application. Thus, this classification is intended to be an upper ontology for rather domain specific actions. However, all actions can be potentially performed by humans, by components or by both.

Since mashups support interactive and non-interactive tasks, we use the concept Category to denote the interaction type, such as in [9]. System tasks are exclusively performed by components. For example, “Combine ratings” is modelled as a system task in our previous scenario in Section II. Whereas, interaction indicates that an interaction of humans and a UI is required such as “Specify destination location”. User tasks require no interaction with the system, e.g., fetching a sheet of paper. An abstract task groups heterogeneous subtasks, e.g., “Rate and visualize offers”. Task decomposition is realized by...
the concept Composite Task, which consists of at least two subtasks (hasChildTask). Atomic Tasks represent the leaves of the task tree. To define the workflow, respectively the temporal relations between child tasks, we use the concept Grouping consisting of sequence, arbitrary sequence, choice and parallel. To define the order of tasks in sequences, the following task is defined by hasNextTask.

Actions can be very general and usually represent a transformation of a physical or non-physical entity [11]. This is represented by inputs (hasInputObject) and outputs (hasOutputObject). The ModelReference allows the definition of a data type with the help of a hasURI, of a value (hasValue) and the instance identification by hasID. This also enables the modeling of data flow, wherein output objects of one task can be defined as input objects of another task. In our case, actions, data objects and roles refer to this kind of semantic resources within an action and domain ontology.

Finally, according to the activity theory, operations describe how actions are realized. These reflect the very low-level and modality-dependent interactions of a user such as pressing a key as well as operations of components that need to be performed to provide a needed functionality. However, because we strive for task-based mashup composition and abstraction of implementation details, we do not consider this level of detail in our task model.

B. Modeling Context

To describe the task execution context, we utilize a platform classification that can be used to define context conditions in the task model. It allows the formalization of requirements to perform a task in a specific execution context. We define a platform as a composite of device-, software- and common aspects-specific concepts. To express platform conditions on different abstraction layers we use a vocabulary based on existing classifications such as the W3C Delivery Context Ontology (DCO) [26]. Further, we extend the existing modality concept with an additional medium and mode class that are specified as part of the W3C Extensible MultiModal Annotation Markup Language (EMMA) [27]. This allows us to characterize the nature of a modality in a detailed fashion, e.g., the description of a TactileInputModality with mode Touch expresses the necessity of a touch sensitive input device like a multi-touch display or touch-pad.

To allow the description of software-specific requirements in relation to the execution context of a task, the platform model contains corresponding concept elements. The following example will illustrate this. As part of the previous scenario in Section 1, the domain expert defines the atomic task “View offer details” for presenting detail information of a selected travel destination. The UI component should include a video element to visualize the beauty and the richness of the landscape and travel opportunities. To influence the component selection and its distribution (video playing capable device) the domain expert requires a vocabulary to describe the need of the video player capability.

Listing 1 shows an example of a conditional platform statement in SPARQL format [28] to present the expressiveness of our task model. The condition defines constraints for the execution device of a task such as it is capable to play a video. As a consequence, we can use reasoning techniques to improve the quality of the result set during the task-component matching procedure.

Listing 1. RDF/XML representation of a platform task condition

Besides device- and software-specific concepts, we added a common aspect class, e.g., providing a communication classification. In our scenario, the sharing subtask implies a mashup component that should present all traveling planner’s ratings in a visual manner (e.g., a list of shared ratings per each travel opportunity). To execute the shared rating list component, the component’s platform should provide the capability to receive each favorites list and synchronize with updates from other traveling planner’s devices. The collaboration aspect is represented by the role assignment in each task (hasRole) and specification how many owners the task might have (hasMinOwners and maxOwners).

V. Leveraging the Requirements Model

Due to the degree of formalization, the proposed task model is an appropriate basis for further mappings and transformations within a model-driven mashup development process.
as already outlined in [4]. For this, we rely on a semantic component model as well as a distributed mashup runtime environment. The main concepts for this purpose stem from the model-based mashup composition approach provided by CRUISe [29], [30]. Therein, mashup components and their interfaces are described by the Semantic Mashup Description Language (SMCDL) that enables the semantic annotation of component’s meta-data and their interfaces. Figure 4 shows the parts of the SMCDL as well as their relations to functional and data semantics that are defined in domain models. This is the foundation for the universal and semantic description of any web resource such as UI widgets or RESTful web services. Therefore, the SMCDL is the basis for the derivation of an executable mashup application from the requirements defined in our task model.

![Figure 4. Semantic annotations used in SMCDL [30]](image)

The transition consists of two parts: (1) the discovery of adequate components for each task in the task tree, and (2) the generation of a composition model that can be executed by the CRUISe runtime. The matching algorithm is already described in detail in [19], and is therefore not in the scope of this paper. However, possible mappings for a part of our travel planning scenario are shown in Figure 5. The matching algorithm returns a set of rated mashup components for each leaf of the task tree. In our case, the task “Specify destination location” is mapped to a map component (a), whereas “Browse offers” (b) and “Select offer” (c) to one list component, since it is possible that one component supports more than one task. Further, the task “View offer details” could require additional components to work such as an image database to show further pictures (d). Finally, it is possible that no component can be found for the tasks in the task tree. Unfortunately, this implies either the re-design of the task model or the implementation of new components.

To build a mashup from the component proposals, we adhere to the platform-independent composition model [29]. The composition model consists of five main parts: (1) the conceptual model that contains mashup components to be integrated, (2) the communication model that interconnects components with the help of communication channels, (3) the layout model that describe the arrangement of components on the screen, (4) the state model (previously called screenflow model) that describes the relation of components and screens, and finally (5) the adaptivity model that describes adaptation aspects. The adaptation model is omitted so far, because adaptation aspects affect only composition aspects such as component’s reconfiguration, component mediation and layout adaptation according to the width and height of the screen. However, the task model is of higher abstraction and is not intended to consider such runtime-specific aspects.

Since, the transformation process cannot be explained in detail here, we just provide a brief overview that is illustrated in Figure 6. Therein, a task model is represented by the tasks T1 to T5 that are connected by model references, such as Hotels as output of T3 and input of T4, and their grouping, e.g., parallel or sequential. Further, conditions could be defined in the task model. The creation of the composition model is then performed as follows.

![Figure 6. Overview of the transformation process](image)
databases. To fill this gap, the semantics-based discovery of CRUISe and mediation techniques [30] are utilized. When the components are identified, they are collected in the conceptual model to build any of the subsequent model parts. In Figure 6 the selected components are C1, C3 and C4.

Based on the previous results of matching of events and operation, the communication model is derived by both the task model and the component descriptions. First, from the correlation of components to tasks and the definitions of input and output references in the task model, we derive which components need to communicate with each other. Second, the annotation of events and operations allows us the mapping to the interface signatures. For example, in Figure 6, the model reference Hotel will result in a channel between component C1 and C3 because C1 is related to the task T3 which has a model reference to task T4. Finally, the component C3 is related to T4. Therefore, both components should have a common communication channel.

The state model is derived by the grouping attribute of parent tasks and available conditions. For example, the sequence attribute denotes that subsequent components can only be activated if the current component provides the data according to the definition task so that the task can be considered as finished. However, parallel tasks denote that the components are visible and active all the time. For example, C1 and C3 work in parallel, but since T5 is a subsequent task, the related component C4 is only activated if C1 and C3 finished their computation. In fact this means, that related events provide the required data during the mashup runtime.

Finally, the layout model is derived by the allocation of tasks in task tree and the relation of components regarding their tasks. For example, components that correlate with task neighbors are placed nearby on the screen. However, the algorithm can only provide proposals for the layout and the user is afterwards able to configure this as he or she likes. Further, we introduce a card and a tab layout to hide or disable components according to the grouping definition (e.g., sequence, choice and parallel) and the provided conditions in the task tree.

To consider the platform requirements, we extended the composition model by query-based declarative entities (component distribution description). Each define a mapping between the associated component instance and it’s platform condition as shown in Listing 1. The quantity of task owners as well as the role definition (hasRole) is also considered. However, if necessary, the definition of capabilities per role needs to be done manually after the generation process, since these information is usually not available in the role ontology. The concrete number of distributed component instances is derived from the quantity of task owners that perform a task simultaneously. Details about their communication behavior are derived from the communication model, but can be configured by the composer too, such as the synchronization interval threshold or their communication direction. It depends on the application scenario and can not be discussed in more detail at this point.

When the composition model has been finished by the composer and validated, the application is finally deployed. The model is directly interpreted by a distributed runtime environment that integrates all referenced components from the repository within the execution context of different client-side runtime environments. Further, it handles and coordinates the component’s life cycle, communication and their distributed execution. A part of the resulting application (executed in the “personal offer research” according to our scenario in Section II) is shown in Figure 7.

**Figure 7. A partial mashup from the scenario**

**VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION**

In this section, we sketch some implementation details of the requirements model and the transformation process, and finally, we discuss our findings.

**A. Implementation**

1) The Requirements Model: We implemented the requirements ontology in OWL and published an initial version of the proposed meta model on the Web [31]. Listing 2 shows a simple instance of the “Share personal list” task (Figure 1) as an extract in Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle) syntax. The full example is also available in the Web [32]. The first task is an OWL individual of CompositeTask, which encompasses two atomic child tasks “Send and recieve” and “Finish sharing” (lines 8-9). The task has an input object that references the semantic concept favorites list. Further, the hasInputObject relation indicates the count of inbound data channels. Besides the input object, the resulting data of the task is represented by the output object. A context condition is defined in line 10. It refers to the condition that is defined in Listing 1. The collaborative aspect is modeled by the use of the hasMinOwners and hasMaxOwners properties. The task and its subtasks should be performed in parallel by maximal four and minimal two task owners (travel planners) in the context of their personal mobile devices (lines 16-17).

---

Listing 1. The collaborative aspect is modeled by the use of the hasMinOwners and hasMaxOwners properties. The task and its subtasks should be performed in parallel by maximal four and minimal two task owners (travel planners) in the context of their personal mobile devices (lines 16-17).
The OWL model is mainly for storing and reasoning purposes. It is obvious that end-users will not create such models without appropriate tool support within the mashup environment. For now, we also created an EMF Ecore representation that allows us to specify a domain specific language (DSL) with the help of EMFText. To provide an example, the same task in Listing 2 is also shown in Listing 3, but using task modeling DSL. The DSL is a more convenient way, and allows the faster creation of text-based task models for testing purposes. Since, the expressiveness required by our task model can be provided by OWL as well as Ecore, the DSL and the OWL representation can be easily transformed into each other.

Listing 2. Turtle representation of the modeled sharing task

```
:SendAndReceive .
:FinishSharing .

activity-tasks:hasOutputObject :Favorites .
activity-tasks:hasInputObject :Favorites ;
activity-tasks:hasGrouping activity-tasks:Sequence ;
activity-tasks:hasMinOwners 2 ;
activity-tasks:Sequence ;
activity-tasks:hasMaxOwners 4 ;
activity-tasks:hasContextCondition

Listing 3. The sharing task as DSL

```

2) The mashup composition process: The instances of the task model are managed by a Java-based Task Repository (TaRe) that provides a service interface to store and load task models. It imports RDF/XML as well as DSL-based task models. Further, the TaRe interacts with the CRUISe component repository to find and rate mashup components. The TaRe is also responsible for the generation of mashup composition proposals as described before. Task models are represented internally by an ontology model, facilitating the semantic web framework Jena which allows us to apply SPARQL queries and reasoning techniques.

B. Discussion

As depicted with the previous examples, our task model is applicable to describe simple, more complex and even collaborative scenarios. Besides the travel planning scenario, we also modelled other applications, such as a stock exchange mashup and business trip requests. Further, we evaluated the expressiveness of the task model with the help of the basic workflow patterns [36] and conclude that most of them are supported to model relevant aspects of work. Since we derived the task model from traditional task modeling approaches, we consider that our task model has at least the same expressiveness. Moreover, since the clear semantics provided by the task and action ontology, we are confident of the opportunities for model-driven mashup development. Finally, we showed that a transformation process from a task model requirements specification is feasible.

However, determining the optimal components for single tasks and finding the optimal glue code with respect to interface compatibility and to the task model is of high algorithmic complexity. Although the provided transformation process can produce a draft of the composition model, there are still options and alternatives which might be preferred differently by the other users. Therefore, the user also needs to be able to explore these alternatives and to control the transformation process. Further, composition details such as layout and styles are not covered by the task model explicitly. This is not very surprising as the task model is intended to be an requirements model that abstracts from composition details. Therefore, the user should be able to refine the resulting model manually. To enhance the generation process, we plan to store compositions resulting from a task model and to let users rate them. Based on this, we will be able to generate more detailed composition proposals. Finally, our experience is that the component matching and the composition process is time consuming, depending on the amount of tasks and components. Therefore, we propose to save matching results for later reuse to save calculation time.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an ontology-based task metamodel for composite mashups with special aptitude to requirements specification for distributed and collaborative scenarios. To this end, a mashup composer can structure the intended behavior of the application by decomposing corresponding tasks, while simultaneously defining conditions on the distribution, platform or devices. In contrast to other existing approaches, our task models are able to provide clear semantics regarding the actions to be performed within tasks, data objects and conditions. We illustrated the applicability of the presented metamodel by instantiating it for a social decision support scenario.

Future work includes the evaluation of the transition process from a task model to the mashup composition model with the help of a user study. In order to do this, we are currently working on a Web-based task model editor to provide an abstract view on ontology-based task modeling, making it feasible for developers without RDF/XML knowledge or advanced programming skills. Since task modeling activities depend on the application domain, constraints regarding the execution of mashups and their components such as time-out conditions or other quality requirements may be also specified along the task definitions. Conclusively, we claim that task-based mashup development will bring the mashup application building paradigm to a broader audience. Task-based mashup development implies new opportunities for the usage of task
knowledge during the composition and runtime, e.g., in order to optimize tasks and dynamic component integration.
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